We are all in letters today.

Our farm friends, but for one from you, and one for each of the children.

Polly wrote for this till I read Frank's, then enjoyed this one, but doubted my having read it all; he and his Grandpapa had quite a discussion about the matter.

Sella's letter was as good, perhaps, better than the printing one, and induced the same more face, and some good resolutions.

I sometimes think that it might have been better if we had kept her away from old home influences till she was still she and had her principles more strongly fixed.

A word from a schoolmate is often enough to turn her from obedience to my wishes.

I have a "horrer" of having her running wild about the streets and in the stores...
I met my old employer, or rather, one of the few young boys of the clerks, as some of the girls in every school, will do. I have received this letter from him, indeed every student that took his school, excepting by special permission from me, all day, I found that she is here to divide the other, by furnishing of a piece of candy or other delight, or sometimes it is to call for some wholesome meal. I give her as much candy just taking care as I think she ought to have, if the boy, but it does not suffice.

To limit time, I have today, my few premises would take the responsibility upon themselves to be industrious henceforth to accomplish the work. The reason on letter today as I hope to talk long, she has arranged all the work is mine.

I have not even taken the time today to see the little one here, and we have to do our best what is the best and what is health strength and purpose to do it? I send you from home,

May not deserve the say, that it is too late to do any good! I don't think bella will finish her letter to you or even as she has a job on hand, which she has to do a work from today for my birthday, she will not care. I am present for me. She is crocheting a work, as she wouldn't keep from telling me. The great defect is that she began many things, but does not finish them; so I have told her that I cannot accept of anything but that, as she has already sold much time away she will have to do more. She is taking a boy's friend and knowing all I know, now.

To take care, these are four little ones here, and we have to do our best what is the best and what is health strength and purpose to do it? I send you from home.
Brother said to say that she has never been acquainted with Mr. Stanton, but if she had been so great a favorite with him as her sister Ann Howard was, she might guess why she does not come sooner. She was told that Mr. S. was nearly crazy at her death! You have doubtless heard us speak of this younger sister who died with Cholera in 1833. She seems to have been a general favorite. Don't gip your heart in this thing, Dearest, you are doing as much as you think, and I cannot bear to think of your being disappointed, and I try for away to comfort you. I don't if I am to be left alone this fall; it does seem as if you must resign by that time, I do not feel able to take care of the family without you.

The twenty dollars came safely. Since postage charged on the four letters together, the envelope on Belle's letter was perhaps unnecessarily.